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In this 3rd assignment we were tasked with making a “website” with the concepts 
introduced in one of our assignments prior. At first, I dreaded this assignment as I was unsure 
how to proceed in turning chunks of information into easy to digest slides with images in order to 
replicate a website. After a while of combing my brain for ideas and a rough skeleton frame on 
which I would put the information, the ideas finally started to form clearer and clearer. The only 
problem is I wish I got to work a little earlier. However, in retrospect I think I did pretty good on 
my “website”, I was just lethargic as always, constantly dreading to start working on an 
assignment but blazing through once I actually got to it. 
 

In the beginning, my initial plans were very unclear, I was deciding back and forth 
between using the unit 1 and unit 2 assignments. I almost decided on using the unit one project 
until I realized, talking about Computer Systems Technology wouldn’t be good enough for me to 
make a website out of. Once the idea was settled upon by me, the hard part was actually putting 
it together. When I was putting it together I decided to make it funny with some of the pictures of 
captain qwark from Ratchet and Clank on the pages. I figured if I was gonna make a “website” I 
was going to mix in some funny stuff, at least funny to me in hopes to break up the monotony. 
 

In the first portion of the Unit 3 Assignment we received reviews of our websites in 
progress. The reviews I received were mixed, at best and ignorantly harsh at worst, but that’s 
probably because I don’t like criticism. In the bad review my website design was called “ugly” 
and the games I chose weren’t “colorful”, I was also told to talk about mainstream games which I 
don’t care about. As such, I didn’t change much if anything at all in those regards, as it was my 
website. My website was my place to express my thoughts and ideas, no matter how others feel 
about them, the only things I changed post-review were the positioning of some of the segments 
and making what were supposed to be links to subpages look more like links. In the end, I think 
it came out nicely but I feel I could’ve done a lot better on it in some regards except for the 
visual. As for the second round of reviews, no one posted any for mine and the only site I 
received in email was locked and required a request for access late at night on the day it was 
due. 
 
 
 


